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PREFACE 
The Internet world is rapidly progressmg from a wired era to a wirele s era. New 
protocols are designed for this transition. Wireless Token Ring protocol (WTRP) is one 
such protocol that enables user to remain connected irrespective of the physical location 
in Ad-hoc networks. Key perfonnance issues in WTRP is channel bandwidth is limited 
and the channel is shared among many stations. Under nonnal operating conditions, 
MAC protocol must provide the following guarantees to achieve Quality of Service 
(QOS). This is achieved by Minimum throughput for each station and Medium access 
time for each station is bounded. To improve the perfonnance of WTRP an exceptional 
three different Out-Of-Band-Message passing technique are proposed. This enables QOS, 
uses the bandwidth effectively and min'mizes the tok n rotation time. This further 
reduces the message delay in each node and increa es the numb r of message passed. 
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Ch,apter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Networking World 
Millions of people around the world use the Internet ev ry day, to communicate 
with others, follow the stock market, keep up with the news check the weather, make 
travel plans, conduct business, shop, entertain yourself and learn. Staying connected with 
the Internet has become so important to keep oneself updated of the various activities 
going on around the world. Online business take place within a time frame of seconds, a 
person who is poor this minute turns a billionair th n xl. In order to k ep up with this 
pace there is a need to stay connected. On may los a lot of information ifhe happens to 
travel from one place to another. This scenario brings in the necessity of wireless 
networks. 
Wireless networks allow the users the freedom to travel from one location to 
another without interruption to their computing resources. However wireless networks 
require the existence of wired base station in order for the wireless user to send/receive 
messages. The term wireless networking refers to technology that enables two or more 
computers to communicate using standard network protocol , but without network 
L 
Cabling. tTictly p aking any technology that does this could be called wirel s 
networking. The current buzzword howe er g n rally refers to ir I 
This technology fuelled by the emergence of cross-vendor III u lry tandards 
such as [EEE 802.1 I, has produced a number of affordable wirel s solutions that are 
growing in popularity with business and schools as well as sophisticat d applicatjons 
where network wiring is impossible, such as in warehousing or point-of- ale handheld 
equipment. 
There are two kinds of wireless networks: 
I. Ad-hoc Network 
2. Wireless Network 
1.2 Ad-hoc Network 
An ad-hoc or peer-to-peer wireless network consists of a number of computers 
each equipped with a wireless networking interface card. ach computer can 
communicate directly with all of the other wireless enabled computers. They can share 
files and printers this way, but may not be able to access wired LAN r sources, unless 
one of the computers acts as a bridge to the wired LAN using special software. (This is 
called "bridging"). Each computer with a wireless interface can communicate directly 
with all of the others. 
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obile hosts and irel 11 t\! rking hardware are b commg id I avai labl , and 
xten Lve work ha b n d nrc ntly in integrating th element inLo Lra liti nal 
networks such as the Intemet. Oft ntim s howey r mobil u r ill want to 
communicate in situation in which no ft d wired infra tructure such a thi a ailabl , 
either because it may not be economically practical or phy ically pos ibl Lo pro id the 
necessary infrastructure or because the expediency of the situation do s not pennit its 
installation. 
Figure 1.1: Ad-Hoc or Peer-to Peer Networking. 
For example, a Class of students may need to interact during a lecture, friend or 
business associates may run into each other in an airport tenninal and wish t share fil 
or a group of emergency rescue workers may need to be quickly d ployed after an 
earthquake or flood. In such situations, a collection of mobile hosts with wirel ss network 
interfaces may form a temporary network without the aid of any establi heel infrastructure 
or centralized administration. This type of wireless network is known as an ad hoc 
network. 
A wireless network can also use an access point, or base station. In this typ of network 
the access point acts like a hub, providing connectivity for the wireless computers. It can 
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connect (or "bridge") the wir I L to a wired LAN allowing wireles cOInputer 
access to LAN resource, such a til cr r or exi ling Intern t onnecti ity. 
Wireless connected comput rs using a Hardware Access Point. 
If ~ 
N I.... 
Se, 
Figure 1.2: Hardware Access Point. 
Wireless connected computers using a Software Access Point. 
WIO S:; 
N '/ r 
Figure 1.3: Software Access Point. 
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Mobile hosts and wir Ie networking hard ar are becoming wideLy a ailabl 
and extensive work has been done recently in integrating these elements into traditional 
networks such as the lntemet. Oftentime, hower, mobile users will want to 
communicate in situations in which no fixed wired infrastructure such as this is avaiLable, 
either because it may not be economically practical or physically possible to provide the 
necessary infrastructure or because the expediency of the situation does not permit its 
installation. For example, a class of students may need to interact during a lectule, friends 
or business associates may run into each other in an airport terminal and wish to share 
files, or a group of emergency rescue workers may need to be quickly deployed after an 
earthquake or flood. In such situations, a collection of mobile hosts with wireless network 
interfaces may form a temporary network without the aid of any established infrastructure 
or centralized administration. Thi type of wireless network is known as an ad hoc 
network. 
1.3 Network Topologies 
Topology refers to the shape of a network, or the network's layout. How different 
nodes in a network are connected to each other and how they communicate is determined 
by the network's topology. Topologies are either physical or Logical. Below are diagrams 
of the five most common network topologies. 
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Mesh Topology 
D Ices are connected ith many 
redundant interconnections b tw n 
network nodes. In a true mesh 
topology every node has a 
connection to every other node In 
the network. 
Star Topology 
All devices are connected to a 
central hub. Nodes communicate 
across the network by passing data 
through the hub. 
Bus Topology 
All devices are connected to a 
central cable, called the bus or 
backbone. 
o 6666(50
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Mesh Topology 
Devices are connected with many 
redLmdant interconnections between 
network nodes. In a true mesh 
topology every node has a 
connection to every other node LO 
the network. 
Star Topology 
All devices are connected to a 
central hub. Nodes commumcate 
across the network by passing data 
through the hub. 
Bus Topology 
All devices are connected to a 
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Ring Topology 
All de ices are connected to one 
another in the shape of a closed 
loop, so that each device IS 
connected directly to two other 
devices, one on either side of it. 
Tree Topology 
A hybrid topology. Groups of star­
configured networks are connecte 
to a linear bus backbone. 
Figure 1.4: Network Topologies. 
1.4	 Token Ring Network 
Token Ring is a Local Area Network (LAN) protocol. The Token Ring protocol 
was first developed by IBM. Token Ring is standardized in £EEE 802.5 that was 
published in 1985. The protocol deals with the problem of collision, which is defined as a 
state, were two stations transmit at the same time. In order to avoid the situation of 
collision there was a need to control the access to the network. Thjs kind of control is 
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possible by the 11 0 fa ontrol p nms IOn call d token. Th tok n I pa d fr 111 on 
station to anolh r a c rding to a 1 of rut . Th ring con ist r ring tali ns and 
transmission medium. Data tra Is s quentially from station to station. nl lh lation in 
possession of the tok n is allowed to transmit data. Each station rep at the data, hecks 
for errors, and copies the data if appropriate. When the data is retum d to the nding 
station, it removes it from the ring. The token Ring protocol support priorities 111 
transmission. It is implemented setting the priority bits in the Token Ring Pram . 
Token Ring is a first and second layer protocol in the OSI (Open Systems 
Interconnection) seven layer model. The First release of Token Ring version was capable 
of 4Mbs data transmission rate, the transmission rate was improved later 10 16Mbs. 
1.4.1 Ring benefits: 
• High reliability, the Ring can continue normal operation despite any single fault. 
• Bypassing inactive stations. 
• Effective use, 95% in Token Ring only whilst 30-40% in Ethernet. 
• Excellent traffic handling (17.8 kb in TR, only 15kb in· themet.). 
• Large maximum frame length. 
• High bandwidth efficiency. 70% in Token Ring, 30% in Ethem 1. 
• Many media choices: UTP STP coax fiber. 
• Supports transmission priority. 
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1.4.2 Token. Ring Mechanism 
Whenever a station wish to s nd a frame it first waits for the tok 11. oon a it 
receives the token it initiates transmis ion of the frame which indud th d tination 
station address at its head. The frame is repeated (received and r transmitted by each 
station on the network until it circulates back to the source station wher it is r mo d. 
In addition to repeating the frame, the destination station retains a copy of th frame and 
indicates that by setting the response bits (Copy Bit + Address Recognition Bit) at th tail 
of the frame. A station releases the token in one of the two ways depending on the ring 
rate. With slower rings (4Mbps), the token is released only after the respon e bits have 
been received. With higher speed rings (16Mbps), it is released after transmitting the last 
bit of the frame. This is known as early (token) release (ETR). 
A typical token link mechanism is illustrated below. 
Token 
Figure 1.5: Token Ring Network. 
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1.4.3 Early Token Release mechanism (ETR): 
A station that wants to transmit ait for a fre token. The station tran mit a frame and 
then releases the token before g tting acknowl dgment. The next station that wants to 
transm.it waits for a free token and transmits a frame and then releases it's token into the 
ring and so on. 
The ETR mechanism enables multiple frames on the ring, and therefore the ring is more 
effective. When working in a large ring it improves perfonnance, enabling a mixture of 
stations with ETR and stations without ETR. 
1.4.4 Topology Media 
Token ring is a logical ring topology, but can physically implement as: 
• Ring 
• Bus 
• Star 
Token Ring uses two counter-rotating nngs like FDDI. One ring for main path and 
another for backup, this way it can bypass faulty parts. It enables continued operation 
with any single fault. 
Token Ring can be operated on the following media's: 
• Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP). 
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--
• Shielded Twisted Pair (TP): 110\ ing a Ma . of 2 0 tations at I Mps ring. 
• Coaxial cable (Thin\Thick r adband). 
• Fiber Optics. 
1.4.5 Token Frame Format 
Token Ring and IEEE 802.5 support two basi.c frame types: tokens and data/command 
frames. Tokens are 3 bytes in length and consist of a start delimiter an access control 
byte, and an end delimiter. Data/command frames vary in size, depending on the size of 
the Infonnation field. Data frames carry information for upper-layer protocols, while 
command frames contain control information and have no data for upper-layer protocols. 
Both fonnats are shown in Figure 1.6. 
Datal Command Frame 
1 1 6 6 >=0 4 
Start Access Frame Destination ourcc Data F End Frame
 
Delimiter Control Control Address Addre s Delimiter Statu
 
-
-
-- ,
,
,
---
--- Token , 
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"
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"
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"
"
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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"
"
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"
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--
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---
I
I 
-
Start Access End 
Delimiter onlrol Delimiter 
Figure 1.6: IEEE 802.5 and Token Ring Specify Tokens and
 
Data/Command Frames
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1.4.6 Token Frame Fields 
The three token frame fields illu trated in Figure L.6 are umman ed in th descriptions 
that follow: 
•	 Start delimiter-Alerts each station of the ani al or a token (or data/command 
frame). This field includes signals that distinguish the byte from the rest of the 
frame by violating the encoding scheme used elsewhere in the frame. 
•	 Access-control byte--Contains the Priority field (the most significant 3 bits) and 
the Reservation field (the least significant 3 bits), as weJl as a token bit (used to 
differentiate a token from a data/command frame) and a monitor bit (used by the 
active monitor to determine whether a frame is circling the [ing endlessly). 
•	 End delimiter-Signals the end of the token or data/command frame. This field 
also contains bits to indicate a damaged frame and identify the frame that is the 
last in a logical sequence. 
1.4.7 Data/Command Frame Fields 
Data/command frames have the same three fields as Token Frames, plus several others. 
The Data/command frame fields illustTated in Figure 1.6 are de cribed in the following 
summanes: 
•	 Start delimiter-Alerts each station of the arrival of a token (or data/command 
frame). This field includes signals that distinguish the byte from the rest of the 
frame by violating the encoding scheme used elsewhere in the frame. 
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•	 ccess-control byt ontain th Priority fi. Id th 1110 t ignificant J bit and 
th R rvation field (th least ignificant 3 bit, a \i II a t ken bit (u ed to 
differ ntiate a token from a data/command fram ) and a monitor bit u ed by the 
acti e monitor to determine whether a frame is circling th ring endI ssly). 
•	 Frame-control bytes-Indicates whether the frame c ntains data or control 
information. In control frames, this byte speci fies the type 0 f control infomlation. 
•	 Destination and source addresses-Consists of two 6-byte address fields that 
identify the destination and source station addresses. 
•	 Data-indicates that the length of fi.eld is limited by the ring token holding time, 
which defines the maximum time a station, can hold the token. 
•	 Frame-check sequence (FCS)-Is filed by the source station with a calculated 
value dependent on the frame contents. The destination station recalculates the 
value to detennine whether the frame was damaged in transit. If so, the frame is 
discarded. 
•	 End Delimiter-Signals the end of the tok n or data/command frame. The end 
delimiter also contains bits to indicate a damaged frame and identify the frame 
that is the last in a logical sequence. 
•	 Frame Status-Is a I-byte field terminating a command/data frame. The Frame 
Status field includes the address-recognized indicator and frame-copied indicator. 
1.4.8 Ring Management 
The mechanism of the network operation is consider being the mechanism in the steady 
state, but before this can take place the ring must be set up. Also if a new station wishes 
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to join operational ring it must fir t go through an initializaLi n pr edur Lo ensure that 
it does n t intcrfcr ith the orr ct functioning r th urr nL a ti e ring. 
Also, during nonnal operation it is necessary for each activ laLion on the ring to 
monitor its correct operation and if something is not working well it must take some 
action to try re-establishing a correctly functioning ring. Those fun lions and others 
which meant to preserve the correct ring operation, are caJled ring mana ement. 
There are two types of stations in the ring Active Monitor (AM) station and Standby 
Monitor (SBM) stations. There is only one Active Monitor station per ring. The Active 
Monitor is the ring manager. All other stations on the ring are Standby Monitor stations. 
Any station on the ring can be Active Monitor. The Active Monitor is chosen during a 
process called "Claim Token Process" after the Active Monitor is chosen aU other 
stations become "Standby Monitors" (SBM) 
•	 Active Monitor Duties: The Active Monitor Maintains the Master lock it 
ensures proper ring delay. It initiates "Neighbor Notification" ev ry 7 s cond il 
monitors Token and Frame transmission, Detects lost token and fram s by 
setting the monitor bit, purgmg the nng. 
•	 Standby Monitor Duties: To detect Active Monitor failures and to start Monitor 
Contention process to participate in the Neighbor otification process 
14
 
A Ii	 t of the MA frame types in 01 d ith th ring manag m nt function i 
•	 Ring Poll: Active Monitor s nd Ring Poll every 7 sec. this proc ss i u d to 
learn the ring configuration. Th Ring Poll routine is: Active Monitor send an 
AMP (Active Monitor Present) frame. Each Downstream station s nds a MP 
(Standby Monitor Present) frame. Each Downstream Node learns its N xl Active 
Upstream Neighbor (NAUN). 
•	 Ring Purge: Takes place when token is lost. The purge frame is sent before the 
Active monitor initiates a new token. The Active Monitor broadcasts Ring Purge 
frame to all stations if 10ms elapsed. The Purge frame resets the stations to 
normal Repeat mode and cancels or restarts appropriate timers 
•	 Claim Token Process: This is how the new active monitor is elected. It is 
initiated when the Active\Standby Monitor detects loss of signal, or a new station 
attaches and finds no Active Monitor. 
•	 Ring Insertion: When a new station wants to enter the ring it perform a Ring 
insertion routine. First it makes a lobe media check - ch cks the lobe connections. 
In the second step it attaches the ring and searches for an Active Monitor if there 
is no Active Monitor for 18 sec, it initiates claim token process. In the third step it 
transmits a duplicate address test (DAT) frame; each active stati.on checks the 
content of the frame to see that the new station address is different from its o\: n. 
if it is not, the station sets a flag in the frame to indicate the error. After the frame 
has circulated back to the source station the later checks the error flag and acts 
15
 
according to it. If th r l n rror the n tation continues th illit proc dur by 
nding standby monit r pr nt MP rral11 
•	 Hardware error: Th s ar p nnanent faults usually concerns hardware 
(equipment) that stops the ring's nonnal operation LAN: .Local Area etwork 
used to interconnect distributed computers (stations) locat d within a single 
building or a group of bui ldings. 
1.5 Token Bus Network 
A type of local area network that has a bus topology and uses a token-passing 
mechanism to regulate traffic on the bus. A token bus network is very similar to a token 
ring network,. the main difference being that the endpoints of the bus do not meet to form 
a physical ring. Token bus network is defined by the IEEE 802.4 standard. 
To ken 
Broadband 
co a x ia I cab Ie 
Log ic a I r i n g 
This ta tio n 
not currently 
in the 10 g ic a I 
ring 
Token Bus 
Figure 1.7: Token Bus Network. 
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Chapter 2 
O'verall Architecture and Deign of WTRP 
To put WTRP into a context in tenns its placement in the communication system, 
we describe the overall system architecture in Figure 2.1 In addition to the 
communication stack including the Datalink Layer where WTRP will be located, we need 
Mobility Manager, Channel Allocator, Management lnfonnation Base (MIB), and 
Admission Control Manager. We assume that multiple channels are available, and that 
different rings are on different channels. Different rings are assigned to different channels 
by a channel allocator. 
TmJlsmiJ ion nlily 
....., 
crI eh\lork L lyeT I ..... -"'- lVI, biliry Mnoo cr I elwurk oyer I "- M biIJly Mao -'~ 
DlunJink Ln~r MIB - Ch::mnel Allocalor Do t:l rink Loyer MIB f- Chnnncl Allocotor 
..- ,,- -.....,f-Pbysicol Layer - Admin"lon Coalro Ph)"sicoJ Loyer Aclln"III"loO Canrm 
I I 
Pbysic,11 cdium 
Figure 2.1: Overall System Architecture 
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2.1 Medium Access Control 
Medium Access Control (MA' ) enable multipl node to tran mit on the same 
medium. Thjs is where WTRP is located. The main function of MA is to control the 
timing of the transmissions by different node to in r a the chance of successful 
transmission. 
In WTRP, the MAC layer perfonns ring management and timing of the transmissions. 
The ring management involves: 
1. Ensuring that each ring has a unique ring address. 
2. Ensuring that one and only one token exists in a ring. No multiple tokens. 
3. Ensuring that the rings are proper. 
4. Managing the joining and the leaving operations. 
We describe the operation ofMAC layer in later section. 
2.2	 Channel AJlocator 
The charmel allocator chooses the channel on which the station should transmit. if a 
large number of token rings exist in proximity, their efficiency can be increased by 
achieving spatial reuse through sensible channel allocation. The idea of spatial reuse is 
one of the core ideas of the wireless cellular communily. The same channel (or a set of 
channels) can be reused in region A and B, if the two regions are separated by sufficient 
distance measured in terms of the signal to interference ratio. One way to increase spatial 
reuse is to reduce the cell size. Reducing the cell size (thus reducing the transmission 
power) has the following benefits: 
18 
1. Jncr a in capacity 
2. In r a in battery (if! 
3. Deer a in equipment costs 
In addition, di iding the nodes into multiple rings would reduce th number of nodes in a 
ring. This would decrease the token rotation time which r ults in d cr ased maximum 
medium access time. 
Finding a global optimal solution for the channel allocation in many mobile nodes is a 
challenging problem. Collecting and maintaining channel allocation information can be a 
difficult task. The collection and maintenance of information may involve frequent 
packet transmission. The problem of finding an optimal channel allocation is further 
complicated by the following factors in the wireless Ad-Hoc networks such as the 
transmission ranges of the nodes are limited, no stationary base station exists and the 
boundary of each channel is fluid. So greedy algorithm is the solution for the channel 
allocation, so each station can access the network topology through MfB. Each node 
decides on which channel to join in a distributed manner using the information collected. 
2.3 Mobility Manager 
The Mobility Manager decides when a station should join or leave the ring. The 
problem that the Mobility Manager has to solve is similar to the mobile hand-off 
problem. When a mobile node is drifting away from a ring and into the vicinity of 
another ring, at some threshold the Mobility Manager decides to move to the next ring. 
The level of connection of a node to a ring can be found from the connectivity table 
described in later section. 
19 
2.4 Admi sion ontrol 
The Admission ontrol Manager limit the number of station that can tran mit 
on the medium. This i to ensure that a level of quality of service in term of bound d 
latency and reserved bandwidth is maintained fOT stations already grant d penni sion to 
transmit on the medium. There is an Admission Control Manager in each ring. The 
Admission Control Manager may move with the token but does not have to move every 
time the token moves. The Admission Control Manager periodically solicits other 
stations to join if there are ·'resources" available in the ring. The "resource of the token 
ring can be defined in the following way.. The MAX MTRT is the minimum of the 
maximum latency that each station in the ring can tolerate. RESV MTRT is the sum of 
token holding time (THT) of each station. MAX NoN is the maximum number of node 
(NoN) that is allowed in the ring. 
The Admission Control Manager has to ensure the inequality: 
RESV MTRT < MAX MTRT and NoN < MAX NoN. Only if these inequalities are 
satisfied, may the Admission Control Manager solicit another station to join. During the 
solicitation, the Admission Control Manager also advertises the available re OUfces. Only 
stations that require less resource than available in the ring may join. 
2.5 Policer 
The policer monitors the traffic generated by the application. It throttles the 
application when more traffic than reserved is produced. In the WTRP, because the token 
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holding timer polic the traffic gen rat d by a tat ion n pecial poli r modul IS 
nec ary. 
2.6 Management Information Base (MID) 
The Management lnformation Bas holds all the infonnation that each manag m nt 
module needs to manage the MAC module. Majority of this infoonation is collected by 
the MAC module and stored there. 
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Chapter 3 
WTRP: Protocol Description 
3.1 Definitions 
•	 WTRP refers to Wireless Token Ring Protocol, the topic of this report. 
•	 The term "frame" refers to what we pass to the physical layer interface. A 
"frame" does not include the preambles, the start delimiter, the CRC check, 
and the end delimiter. 
•	 The terms "station" and "node" are used interchangeably to describe the 
communication entities on the shared medium. 
•	 The predecessor and the successor of station X describe the station that X 
receives the token from and the station that the X passes the tok n to 
respectively. 
•	 "Incorrect state" means that a node's view of the topology is wrong. For 
example node X may believe that node Y is its predecessor, but node Y does 
not. 
•	 "Stable environment" refers to a state in which the topology of the n twork is 
fixed and there are no transmission errors. 
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3.2 Observations 
ot	 all stati ns n d to be in 01 d in tok n pa ing. Only tho tation• 
which desire to initiat data transmission need to b involved. 
•	 Any station may detect multiple tokens and lost tokens. There is no sp cia! 
"monitor" station required to perform token recovery functions. 
•	 Due to errors, stations may not have a consistent view of the ring. 
3.3 Frame Format 
In WTRP, the successor and the predecessor fields of each node in the ring define 
the ring and the transmission order. A station receives the token from its predecessor, 
transmits data, and passes the token to its successor. Here is an illustration of the token 
frame. 
I '-'.\ 
byr	 . 
Figure 3.J: Frame Format 
Fe stands for Frame Control and it identi fies the type of packet, such as Token, Solicit 
Successor, Set Predecessor, etc. III addition, the source address (SA), destination 
addresses (DA), ring address (RA), sequence number (Seq) and generation sequence 
(GenSeq) number are included in the token frame. The ring address refers to the ring to 
which the tok.en belongs. 
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The qu nc numb r is initializ d to ro and in r m nted b er tation that pa es 
lh t k n. he en ration qu nc number i initiaJi d l Z r nd in rem nt d at ry 
rOlation of the tok n by th cr ator of the token. Th number f nod in th nng 
is represented in the token frame and calculated by taking the differ nce of sequence 
numbers in one rotation. 
3.4 Connectivity Manager 
Connectivity Table GI 0
 
My Table OlherTable
 
ISeq=1 II Addr=E I IAddr=H I
 
I seQ=211 Unknown I I Njdr=G I
 
ISeq=J II Unknown I
 
I5,,=411 ..0..0 I 0 
I seq=sll Njdr=C I 
Figure 3.2: Connectivity Table 
The Connectivity manager resident on each node tracks transmissions from its 
own ring and those from other nearby rings. By monitoring the sequence number of the 
transmitted tokens, the Connectivity Manager builds an ordered local list of stations in its 
own ring and an unordered global list of stations outside its ring. Station D monitors the 
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succes token transmi ion from to F b .fI r the tok n come ba k t D. t time 0 
D transmits th tok n ith sequ nc number 0 at tim 1;' tran mit th t n ith the 
sequence numb r I, and so on. D wi II not hear the transmission fr m F and A but when 
it hears transmission from B, 0 will noti.ce that the sequ nc numb r ha b en increased 
by) instead of 1. This indicates to E that there were two stations that it could not hear 
between E and B. 
The Ring Owner is the station that has the same MAC address as the ring address. A 
station can claim to be the ring owner by changing the ring address of the token that is 
being passed around. Stations rely on implicit acknowledgements to monitor the success 
of their token transmissions. 
An implicit acknowledgement is any packet heard after token transmission that has the 
same ring address as the station. Another acceptable implicit acknowl dgement is any 
transmission from a successive node regardless of the ring add.. ss in the transmission. A 
successive node is a station that was in the ring during the la t token rotation. In other 
words, the successive stations are those present in the local connectivity table. 
Each station resets its IDLE TIMER whenever it receives an implicit acknowledgement. 
If the token is lost in the ring, then no implicit acknowledgement will be heard in the 
ring, and the IDLE TIMER will expire. When the IDLE T[MER xpires, the station 
generates a new token, thereby becoming the owner of the ring. 
To resolve multiple tokens (to delete all tokens but one), the concept of priority is 
used. The generation sequence number and the ring address define the priority of a token. 
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A token with a higher gcn ration s quence numb r ha high r pn rity. Wh n the 
g neration sequ nee number of tok n ar the same nng f ach I k n ar 
used to break the tie. Th priority of a station is the priority of the tok n tbat the station 
accepted or genera.ted. When a station receives a token with a low r priority than it elf it 
deletes the token and notifies its predeces or without ace pting the tok n. With this 
scheme, it can be shown that the protocol deletes all multiple tokens in a single token 
rotation provided no more tokens are being generated. 
3.5 Joining the Ring 
Timg 
"'
, 
o 
/ " 
Slalion C 
Figure 3.3: .Joining 
The ring recovery mechanism is invoked when the monitoring node decid s that its 
successor is unreachable. In this case, the station tries to recover from the fai lure by 
forming the ring again. The strategy taken by the WTRP is to try to reform the ring by 
excluding as few stations as possible. Using the Connectivity Manager, the monitoring 
station is able to quickly find the next connected node in the transmission order. The 
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monitoring station til n end th T PREDEC OR tok n to the ne t connect d node 
to close the ring. 
WTRP allows nodes to join a ring dynamically one at a tim if th token rotation tim 
(sum of token holding times per node plus overhead such as token transmis ion ti.m s) 
would not grow unacceptably with th addition of the new nod. As dIu lrated in 
Figure3.3, suppose station B wants to join the ring. Let us also say that the admission 
control manager on station A broadcasts (Br.) other nodes to join the ring by sending out 
a SOLICIT SUCCESSOR that includes successor(C) of A. The Admission Control 
Manager waits for the duration of the response window for interested nodes to r spond. 
The response window represents the window of opportunity for a new nod to join the 
nng. 
The response window is divided into slots of the duration of the SET 
SUCCESSOR transmission time. When a node, such as B that want to join th rIng, 
hears a SOLICIT SUC ESSOR token, it picks a random slot and tran mits a ET 
SUCCESSOR token. When the response window passes, the ho t node, A can d cide 
among the slot winners. Suppose that B wins the contention, then the host node passes 
the SET PREDECESSOR token to B, and B sends the SET PREDECESSOR to node , 
the successor of the host node A. The joining process concludes. 
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3.6 Exiting the Ring 
As shown in Figure 3.4, . uppose station B wants to leave the ring. First B wait 
for the right to transmit. Upon receipt of the right to transmit, B sends the SET 
SUCCESSOR packet to its pred c sor A with the MA address of its Sllccessor, . If 
can hear C, A tries to connect with C by sending a SET PREDECESSOR token. If A 
cannot hear C, A will find the next connected node, in the transmission order, and send it 
the SET PREDECESSOR token. 
5e Pmd9cassof 
_C'I_ali_con_A _---,~'_ '_T'_im....:e~... 
~ 
SeLSUCCassof 
SlationB ~ -------'~----------_.. 
SlaUon C 
... 
Figure 3.4: Exiting 
Interference is eliminated by including NoN in the token packet. When a station 
detects a ring, it examines the 0 value in the token. If No is set to maximum, the 
station changes its channel and searches for another ring. Otherwise, the station either 
waits to become a ring member or changes its channel to search for another ring. If the 
station waits, it suspends transmission and waits for a SOLICIT SUCCESSOR token. As 
a result, a newcomer station never interferes with the ring. 
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3.7 Multiple Rings 
In Figure 3.5, we can see that the ring addr ss ora ring is the address of one of the 
stations in the ring, which is called the owner of the ring. In the example, the owner of 
ring A is station A. Because we assume that the MAC address of each station is unique 
the ring address is also unique. The uniqueness of the address is important, since it aUows 
the stations to distinguish between messages coming from different rings. MultipLe ring 
management is curial area for the out-of-band message transmission and it is discussed in 
detail further chapters. 
Figure 3.5: Multiple Rings 
In Figure 3.5, we can see that th ring address of a ring is the address of one of the 
stations in the ring, which is called the owner of the ring. In the example, the owner of 
ring A is station A. Because we assume that the MAC address of each station i.s unique 
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th ring addre s is also unique. The uniqu n s or th ad Ire i important, since it allo 
tl1 tat ion to distinguish b tw en In ag mll1g r m di rfJ rent rings. Multiple ring 
manag ment is curial area for th out-of-band me ag tran mi ion and it is discussed in 
detail further chapters. There ar possible ch me h rc a tarion can belong to more 
th~n one ring or a station may listen to more than n ring. To nsure that the ring owner 
is present in the ring, when the ring owner leav s the ring the successor of the owner 
c1.aims the ring address and becomes the ring owner. The protocol deals with the case 
where the ring owner leaves the ring without notifying th rest oftbe stations in the ring 
as follows. The ring owner updates the generation sequence number of tbe token every 
time it receives a valid token. If a station receives a token without its generation sequence 
number updated, it assumes that the ring owner is unreachable and it elects itself to be the 
nng owner. 
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Chapter 4 
Proposed Extension to WTRP 
4.1 Limitations of WTRP: 
As we discussed in WTRP if the subset (number of station participating In 
transmission) of the channel is busy for most of time this leads to most of the nodes to 
wait until their idle time expires. The probability of node getting any messages is low if 
the node waits for 75% of the idle time. This is a potential problem in Wireless Token 
Ring Network. Each station starts its idle timer as soon as it releases the token to the 
successor. This is similar to the cases we have in Wired Tok n Ring Protocol. One of the 
techniques discussed is early token release, but thi may not be the feasible for the 
wireless ad-hoc networks because some of the nodes may b used as a communication 
path for the nodes to communicate. Moreover in Wireless Tok n Ring Protocol there is 
no explicit acknowledgement so the probability of many number of station's engaged in 
transmission is reduced. 
As we said, WTRP IS proposed to support mobility of nodes. This implies the 
following: 
• Bandwidth is limited 
• The channel is shared among many stations 
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nder n rmal op rating conditions M pr tocol !TIU 1 pr id lh (I II w1I1g 
guarant es to achieve Quality of Service (QOS) through 
•	 MirulTIum throughput for each station 
•	 Medium access lime for each station is bounded. 
4.2 Proposed Extension: 
The following exceptional message passing techniques are propo ed. This enables 
QOS, effectively uses the bandwidth and minimizes the token rotation times. This 
improves the performance of WTRP: 
1)	 Simultaneous Out-Of-Band message passIng from source station (A) to any 
station X that is physically in the route of host transmission between source (A) 
and destination (8). 
2)	 Simultaneou Out-Of-Band message passing between station X and Y, which is 
not in the path of host (original) transmission betwe n source (A) and destination 
(B) nodes. 
3)	 Simultaneous Out-Of-Band message passmg between two different stations, 
which are not in the ring, but utilizing the ring bandwidth for its transmissions. 
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4.3 Out-Of-Band I n-route Transmission (OBIRT): 
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Transmission A-B ~----~---. 
Figure 4.1: Out-Of-Band In-route Transmission (OBIRT) 
Assume a well-fonned ring for OBIRT. Later this assumption is relax d as shown 
in Figure4.1. As said above when station "A" has the token and want to communicate to 
station B it communicates in the path "AUVPB", which is one of the shortest possible 
routes. Routers may be responsible for establishing the shortest possible route. Each 
station in the ring and out of the ring is responsible of maintaining the connectivity 
caches that gives station knowledge about other stations in the ring, which can also be 
used for determining the path. 
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tation "A 'ha th token and < nt to nd me ag to tation "B " since the 
message is sent in form rpa k ( . Thcr pr pagation d lay for a h pa k t d li r d 
into the medium from A to B and thi time an be utilized by station and V to tran mit 
messages between them. Once station "U receive any packet from th host 
communication it tenninates any Out-Of-Band-ln-Route. Thi ensur s m dillm access 
time for each station time for each station is bounded. 
4.4 Out-Of-Band Off-route Transmission (OBORT).: 
Let's assume a well-formed ring for aBORT, later this assumption is re.la ed. As 
shown in Figure4.2 above when the station "A" has the token and wants to communicate 
to the station D it communicates trough the path of "ABeD". Simultaneously if the 
station "P" wants to transmit data to station "U" it can utilize the channel bandwidth and 
since the host transmission doesn't interfere with OBORT the medium access time for 
each station is bounded. This in tum decreases the total token rotation time and the 
channel bandwidth or medium is fully utilized. 
aBoRT is determined based on the connectivity caches maintain d by each 
station. Since the connectivity tabl.e is refreshed for each token rotation time and each 
station knows the total number of station in the ring. 
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s 
Figure 4.2: Out-Of-Band Off-route Transmission (OBORT) 
4.5 Out-Or-Band Not-In-ri.ng Transmission (OBNIRT): 
As shown in Figure 4.3 if the station A has the token and wants to communicate 
to the station D it goes trough the path of "ABeD". Simultaneously if the station 1 needs 
to communicate to station J it can utilize the channel bandwidth and since the host 
transmission doesn't interfere with this communication the medium access time for each 
station is still bounded. All the stations have two connectivity cache tables one for "My-
Ring" cache table and "Not-ln-My-Ring" cache table for the stations not in their host ring 
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(Ring- Address (RA) for that station IS di ffcr nt). hi can b u ed lor making 
communication betw 11 two djfferent station th'H is not in th h t ring. 
IQw
. 
oV'Q , 
, OBNIRT•~....\ 0 
Q.'
,J 
..... " "
"" r 
'-,J 
Figure 4.3: Out-Or-Band Not-In-Ring Transmissions (OBNlRT) 
OBNIRT is detennined based on "Not-In-My-Ring" connectivity caches 
maintained by each station. The connectivity table is refreshed for each token rotation 
time and each station knows the total number of station in the ring as well as the station 
not in the ring but in their transmission range. 
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4.6 State Diagram for WTRP Extension: 
Out of Band 
Message 
P~"!Illna I I 
BEGINING 
I 
~ . 
I 
-I F ...
-
... 
FI FLOATING 
5 F ... 
-­A 
.'~ 
r--I_O ~..i 0---" OFFLINE 
1_5 -- SOLICITING Ilt F""­
~, ,. ! 
-
NormaIFIollf J"( 
lvi_I 
IDLE 1_1111 .. MONITORING 
SarufBdon FlOw 
.. ~ t 
J M JOINING 
I_H 
-
HAVE TOKEN 
II 4 
Main FI w 
Figure 4.4: State diagram 
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4.6.1 Beginning State 
B ginning tat i a irtual tat. that repre en! th tafting fth pr t col. Th re 
is only one transition as seen in Figure 4.4 and the tation dir· tl goe to th floating 
state. 
4.6.2 Floating State 
Floating state is the state where a station resets its parameters and waits to join a 
ring. When a station passes to the floating state, it resets its station parameters, cleans up 
its packet queues, and initializes the claim token timer. A station passes to the floating 
state at the beginning and when there is a failure in the ring. 
When the station is self ring (When the successor and predecessor of the station is 
itself and station is in idle state.) and detects another ring, it goes to floating state. If the 
station does not get the token in the idle state or can not join to a ring, idl timer expires 
and it goes to floating state. If the station detects a ring and is in the floating state, it waits 
to be invited from the ring and suspends its transmission in order not to interfere the ring 
transmission. If the station does not detect a ring, claim token timer xpires and it goes to 
the idle state and creates a self ring. If the station get a solicit successor token, and if it 
wants to join a ring, the station sends a set successor token and go s to joi.ning state. The 
state transitions from or to the floating state can be seen in Figure 4.4 as F_I (Floating to 
Idle). 
The proposed extension is implemented in the floating tat and idle state. Any 
time there is a transmission primary transmission is given preference compared to that of 
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the out-oF-band In transmi sion. One hop nod maintain d b t n th original 
and secondar tran ml Ion. If a tation r cei e aut-band tran mi i n nd pnmary 
transmission imultan ously then this hop nod will shut d n any econdary 
transmission. This way the worst bound case of this protocol ill n r go 0 r 
Wireless Token Ring Protocol performance. 
4.6.3 Offline State 
When a station goes to the offline state, it initializes the station, clears the packet 
queues, and adds offline timer to the scheduler. Since offline timer is twice the max token 
rotation time, the wait period in the offline state gives sufficient time to the former ring 
members to realize that the station is out of the ring. This prevents the station from 
joining a ring before the ring is closed. A station goes to the offline state if it belongs to a 
ring other than self ring when it detects another ring or when a station joins a ring but 
fails to pass the token to its successor. In the offline state, a station waits and do s 
nothing until the offline timer expires. From the offline state, a station only goes to 
floating state. The state transitions from or to the floating state can be seen in Figure 4.4. 
4.6.4 Joining State 
When a station goes to the joining state, it initializes the contention timer. A 
station goes to joining state only from floating state. When a station receives solicit 
successor and decides to join the ring, the station sends set succes or and goes to the 
joining state. If the station receives set predecessor, this means that joining is successful. 
Therefore. the station sends set predecessor and passes to the monitoring state. If the 
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station do s not get t pr lee or contention timer xpir sand thi m an a rai luI' in 
joining and th tati n g ba k to th Ooating tat a n In igur 4.4. 
4.6.5 Soliciting State 
When a station goes to the soliciting state, the station initialize solicit wait tim I' 
and sets the station->num node! to MAX No +1 in order to suspend tran mi ion of 
other stations if it is not a self ring. When the station is in the idle state and receives the 
- token, it checks its queues and if they are empty, it decides to send solicit successor. If 
the decision is positive, then it ends solicit successor token and goes to the soliciting 
state. If the station is self ring, it adds solicit successor timer and when it expires, it sends 
solicit successor token and goes to the soliciting state. 
If a station receives set successor in the soliciting state, this means that there is a 
station responding to it's solicit successor, then the station sends set predecessor and goes 
to the monitoring state. [f there is no response to the invitation, solicit wait timer e pires 
and the station goes to idle state if it is self ring and monitoring state if it is n t self ring 
as seen in Figure 4.4. 
When the station is either at the idle state or in the beginning state then there is a 
possibility that the station can send messages when it obeys the time constTaint . If the 
station is in the idle state for 75% of the maximum idle time then it can start a out-of­
band message, provided if the immediate upstream neighbor and the downstream 
neighbor is not transmitting any other messages. We make sure there is always on node 
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hop distance betw n th original lransmission and th out-of-band m ag 
transmission. Thi nsur lh c IIi n a idanc bel e n lh l 0 lream f m ag . 
When a station is in the proces of sending out-of-band message and happ ns to 
receive a token for the original tran mi sion. In this case the station will conlinue to send 
message, the only difference is changing the message type from ollt-of-band message Lo 
primary message. This will make sure the station will obey WTRP protocol. 
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Chapter 5 
Simulation and Results 
5.1 Performance Measures 
To investigate the perfomlance of the Out Of Band Message Passing over the 
Wireless Token Ring Protocol, both protocol are studied with the growing list of node. 
The scenario is created with the list of nodes in a circular link lists with random number 
of messages in their message queues. With the test case in place this is applied to both the 
protocol with and without out-of-band message passing. 
The performance is measured by the comparing the results of the following measures 
• Average token holding time by the tations 
• Average Idle time by the ring 
• Maximum token rotation time 
• Simultaneous message passing between the station 
5.2 Steps involved in simulation 
1) Create the node in a circular link list (assume a well fonned ring). The ring is 
fault tolerant. 
2) Add message queues in a Poisson distribution with varying length of messages. 
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3) Start the simulation with th ba ca and r cord th paramet rs for 
performance m asur . 
4) With the same input test case, tart RP with OUl-Of-Band transmission and 
record the parameters .. 
a.	 Start the idle timer of each station h n a node r I as s token. 
b.	 If the idle time expiries 75% of the total idle time then it can transmit any 
out-of-band messages if a node wishes to transmit messages. 
c.	 Any node transmitting out-of-band message listen to any primary message 
transmission from its upstream neighbor will immediately inform the 
downstream successor to stop any secondary transmission thus allowing 
the original transmission. 
5.3 Charts 
To measure the performance of Out-Of-Band M ssage passing in wireless token 
ring protocol, average idle time, average total holding time and average message delay of 
stations. They are plotted against number of nodes a follows 
1.	 Token holding time for each node is calculated for Out-Of-Band message and 
compared with WTRP. 
2.	 Token holding time for each node is calculated for Out-Of-Band message and 
compared with WTRP. 
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3.	 Token holding time for each nod is calculated for Out-Of-Band me sage and 
compared with WTRP. 
Average Total Token Holding Time 
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Figure 5.1: Average Total Token Holding time of Stations 
From the figureS.! we can see that as the number of nodes increase the average total 
token holding time increases in WTRP protocol as expected. ince each station as to wait 
until the maximum of Token rotation time befor it gets its chance to transmit message 
again. This causes all the other station to wait even if they are idle before transmitting its 
messages. [n Out of band message passing we can see that Average Token Holding Time 
for the station decrease when the number of nodes increases. ince each station has 
already sent out some of its messages in out-of-band me sage transfer, it doesn't hold the 
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token to th Maximum Token Holding Time hen it r cei t k n. Thi r duce the 
tim taken b tation to tran fer its primary m sages. Th random n tur r th otal 
Token Holding time i caused due to random distribution of the m s ages ins rled in th 
message queue of each station. 
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Figure 5.2: Average Message Delay of Stations 
Figure 5.2 gives us the comparison of the average message delays of the station in 
wireless token ring protocol versus WTRP with Out-of-band-messages. When the 
stations are allowed to use only WTRP the average message delay increases with the 
number of the nodes. Message queue is populated with random message anival time 
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using Poi s n di tribution. With Out-of-band-m sage pa mg In RP r duce the 
maxlmum m g d la and also r du the a rag mage d la b th tation 
As we can s e from figure 5.2 a the number of nodes increase th p rcentage of 
decrease in message delay increases. This is due to mor number of n d being idle 
when the ring grows bigger. This is utilized by out-or-band m s ag passmg 
technique to pass more simultaneous messages. If the chann 1 utilized to its 
maximum then the protoco) behaves as Wireless Token Ring Protocol. This makes 
sure the channel bandwidth is bounded and each station has a fair chance to utilize the 
channel bandwidth. Thus Out-of-Band message passing in WTRP enables Quality of 
Service. 
Average Idle Time 
100 200 300 400 soo 600 
Number of Nodes 
Figure 5.3: Average Idle time of the Stations 
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From figure 5.3 can s e that a erage idle tim for station in r a n th 
Dumber of node incrca c. er g idl tim for stations r duc a th ar bu y 
sending out-of-band me ages wh n they are idle for more than 75 Yo ofth m IInum 
idle time. This in-tum utilizes the channel bandwidth to its maximum. 
5.4 Results 
Using the simulation the following observations were made on Out-Of-Band Mes age 
p~ssing in Wireless Token Ring Network. Out-Of-Band message passing 
• Minimizes the token holding time by the stations 
• Utilizes more Channel Bandwidth 
• Reduces Total Idle time for each station. 
• Minimizes the Maximum Token Rotation time 
• Simultaneous message passing is achieved 
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Chapter 6
 
Conclusions 
6.1 Conclusions 
Out-Of-Band message passing with the extension to Wireless Token Ring 
protocol increase the channel utilization and reduces the station idle time drastically when 
the activity in the ring is within the subset of the huge ring. This also reduces the message 
delay. More number ofmessages will be transmitted within the same window of time. 
6.2 Future Work 
1.	 Out-Of-Band message passmg could be extended to multiple rings by 
implementing gateway nodes to increase the channel utilization ffectively. 
2.	 An effective protocol along with minimal explicit acknowledgement to th 
message can be devised. 
3.	 A self-learning mechanism at node level can be implemented to learn more about 
the ring. This will reduce collision when transmitting out-of-band messages. 
4.	 The above approach can be implemented in Network Simulator and the results 
can be studied. 
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Appendix 
(**************************************************************** 
* Simulation of Wireless Token Ring protocol 
* 
* FileName: wtrp_main.cpp 
'* 
* 
* Purpose: 
* 
* This program simulates Wireless Token ring protocol(WTRB), 
* to calulate the Token Holding of each station,cummulative Message 
* delays for each station,Token Rotation time. 
* 
* Calculating the above said vaules with existing protocol and 
* comparing them with Out-of-Bounds message passing in WTRB. 
* 
* Created: 
* 
* Sivakumar C Janakiraman 
* 
* Last Modified: 
* 
* 04/18/2003 
********************************************************************1 
#include "wtrp_main.h" 
int main(int argv,char *argc[]) 
{ 
FILE *fpout,*fpoutl; 
lITo give current time as seed for the rand 
srand«unsigned)time(NULL» ; 
IIIntilize global variables
 
tick =1;
 
max_TRT =0;
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fpout = fop n("out.txt"" '')" 
fpouti = fopen("out 1. txt","\) ,,). 
//Prepar Tok n rin with random amount of m ag Ii t 
/* Simulating by varying the number of nodes and the Ma imum holding 
time of the token by each stationlinearly*/ 
fprintf(fpout,"Nuffi_Nodes \t THT \t Idle_time \t Avg_MsgDelay\n'')" 
fprintf(fpoutl,"Num_Nodes \t THT \t Idl _time \t Avg_M gDela 1")' 
NUM_NODES =10; 
MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME = lO; 
whiJe(NUM_NODES <=500) 
. { 
prepare_tokenringO; 
simulate_ tokenringO; 
print_node_info(fpout);  
tick =1; 
initialize_ tokenringO; 
simulate_OLlt_oCbandO; 
print_node_info(fpoutl);  
free_MemoryO; 
NoM_NODES += 10; 
MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME += 10; 
head_node = NULL; 
tail_node = NULL; 
} 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* Name: prepare_tokenring 
* 
* This function prepares the token ring for the Number of Nodes, 
* Maximum_Token_Holding time and the Message length. 
* 
* 1. First create a message queue for each node. This creates messages with 
* in assigned maximum message length 
* 2. Creates a Circular link node and attach this message qu ue to this node. 
52 
*------------------------ -------------------------------------------------*/ 
void prepare_tok nrlngO 
: 
int i,node_id nurn_rn g,temp_des =0; 
LINK *bead_msg,*temp_msglink; 
MESSAGE *tmpmsg; 
for(node_id=l ;node_id<=NUM_NODES;node id++) 
{ 
head_msg = NULL; 
num_msg = get_random(MAX_NUM_MSG); 
for(i=O;i<num msg;i++) 
~ 
tmpmsg = (MESSAGE *)malloc(sizeof(MESSAGE»; 
create_message(tmpmsg,node_id); 
temp_msglink = (LINK*) malloc(sizeof (LINK»; 
temp_msglink->msg = trnpmsg; 
temp_msglink->next = NULL; 
addMsg(&head_msg,temp_msglink); 
} 
create_station(head_msg,node_id, 1);// test for one ring 
} 
int getJandom{int range) 
{ 
int temp_rand=O; 
do 
{ 
temp_rand = randO % range; 
}while(ternp_rand =0); 
return temp_rand; 
} 
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void prjnt_llode_info(FIL *fpout) 
{ 
LINK *current; 
NODE *current_node; 
int tot_msg_delay=O ,num_msg =0; 
float avg_msg_delay=O; 
float tot_tok_hold_time=O tot_idle_time=O, tot_avg_msg_dela -0; 
current_node = head_node; 
while(current_node ->next != head_node) 
{ . 
current = current_node->station.msg_head ; 
I*fprintf(fpout,"\n \nil). 
fprintf(fpout,"**** Station Mac Addr %d\t",current_node->station.mac_addr); 
fprintf(fpout,"Token holding time \t\t:%d\n",current_node-
>station. tok_hold_time); 
fprintf(fpout,"Station Idle time \t\t:%d\n",current_node->station. idle_time );*1 
I*fprintf(fpout,"%d\t",current_node->station.mac_addr); 
fprintf(fpout, "\t\t%d" ,current_node->station.tok_hold_time); 
fprintf(fpout, "\t\t%d II,current_node-> tation .idle_time); 
*1 
while(current !=NULL) 
{ 
tot_msg_delay += current->msg->delay; 
num_msg++; 
current = current->next; 
} 
avg_msg_delay = (float)tot_msg_delay I num_msg; 
1* Calculating the Total token holding time and total 
idle time of the station 
*/  
tot tok~hold_time += current node->station.tok_hold time; 
tot_idle_time += current_node->stati on.idle_time; 
tot_avg_msg_delay += avg_msg_delay; 
current_node = current_llode->next; 
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fprintf(fpout "%d\t",NUM_ ODE . 
fprintf(fpout,"%.3:t\t",(f1oat)(tol_tokJlOld_lim / UM_ ODES ; 
fprintf(fpout,"%.3t\t" (float)(tot_idle_time 1 M_ ODES»' 
fprintf(fpout,"%.3f\n",{float)(tot_a g~msg_delaylNUM_NODES)" 
} 
1*-------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* Name: simulate_tokenring 
*' 
* This function simulate the Wireless token ring network without out-of-band 
*. message passing. This starts with a Token Owner and takes message from the 
* queue and starts processing each messages. Then this calulates the param 
* for perfonnance measure. 
*' 
* 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
void simulate_tokenringO 
{ 
NODE *cuIT_node = NULL; 
IIStart the simultation with the head node 
curr_node = head_node; 
CUIT_node->station.has_token = TRUE; 
while(some_node_msg~ending(curr_node) TRUE)= 
{ 
IITraverse all the nodes in the ring 
curr_node->station.waiti.ng_ack = FALS E; 
if(cUIT_node->station.has_token = TRUE) 
{ 
1*-------------------------------------------------
* Calculate the token realsetirne, Token holding time 
* idle time, Arrival time etc. 
---------------------------------------------------*1 
calculate~arams(curr_node); 
while(tick <= curr_node->station.tok_rei_time) 
{ 
tick = tick +1; 
if(isMsgPending(curr_node)== TRUE) 
{ 
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send_msg( curr_nod ); 
cUIT_node->station.waiting_ack = TR 
cUfr_nod ->statioo.11 t_ll1 g = un·_11 d -> latiol1.n xt_ll1 g->next· 
//tick increment is don in nd m sage 
} 
else 
{ 
if(CUIT_node->station.waiting_ack = TRUE) 
tick = tick +1; 
else 
break; 
} 
CUIT_node->station.has_token = FALSE; 
cUIT_node->station.waiting_ack = FAL E; 
CUIT_node->station.last_tokyel_time = tick; 
CUIT_node->station. tok_hold_time += (tick - CUff_node->station. toke-aIT_time); 
total_THT += (tick - cUIT_node->station.tok_arr_time); 
cUIT_node->next->station.has_token = TRUE; //Give the token to the Next 
Station; 
CUIT_node = CUIT_node ->next ; 
} 
} 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* Name: sed_msg 
* 
* This takes the first available message from the message queue 
* and sends to the destination address and calculate the parameters tied 
* with the message. 
* 
* @param: 
* Input: Station_node 
* From where the message is sent to: 
*----------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------*/ 
void send_msg(NODE *cuIT_node) 
{ 
LINK. *cuIT_msg; 
cUIT_msg = cUIT_node->station.next_msg; 
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cUrT_nod ->station.tokJeI_time = ((tick + 5 * curr_11l g- m g- I 11) < (CUlT node-
>station.tok_aIT_time + MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME) 
. (lick + 5 * CUIT_ffisg->m g->len) : (curr_nod -> tati n.1 k arr tim + 
MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME); II x = (a<b).a:b 
CUIT_msg->msg->sent = TRUE; 
cUIT_msg->msg->delay = tick - cUIT_msg->msg->aIT_tim 
l*fprintf(stderr,"Station %d Arr Time %d current time %d\n" cUIT_node-
>station.mac_addr, 
cUIT_msg->msg->arr_time,tick); 
.fprintf(stdeIT,"Token Relese time %d\n",cuIT_node->station.tok_rel_time); *1 
tick = tick + 5 * curr_msg->msg->len; IlProcessing time for sending each message 
J 
void calculate_outband-.params(NODE *cuIT_node) 
{ 
cUIT_node->station.idle_time += (tick - cUIT_node->station.Jast_tok_rel_tirne); 
IICUIT_node->station.tokJeJ_time = tick + (CUIT_node->station.rnsg_head->msg->len 
} 
1*-------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* arne : calculateyarams 
* 
* This calculate the parameters we needed for performance rn a ure. 
* 
* 
* @param: 
* Input: Station_node 
* From where the message is sent to: 
*---------------------------------.----------------------------------------*I 
void calculateyarams(NODE *cuIT_node) 
CUIT_node->station.tok_arr_time = tick; 
cUIT_node->station.tokJel_time = MAX_TOK HOLD TIME + tick; 
CUIT_node->station.idle_time += (tick - CUIT_node->station. last_tok_rei_time); 
if(max_TRT «tick - cUIT_node->station.Jast_tok_rel_time» 
max_TRT = tick - cUIT_node->station.last_tok_rel_time; 
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I 
1*-------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Returns if there is any message pending in the token ring 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
int some_node_rnsgyending(NODE *start_node) 
{ 
1***************************************************************** 
* start node is not the flfst node always its just a 
* marker for finding if the traversal reached the starting point 
*****************************************************************1 
NODE *cuIT_node; 
int has_msg = 0; 
CUIT_ node = start node; 
while(cuIT_node->next !=start_node) 
if(cuIT_node->station.next_ffisg != NULL) 
{ 
has_msg = 1; 
break; 
} 
else 
curr_node = curr_node->next; 
return has_msg; 
1***************************************************************** 
* Is there any message pending for the current station 
*****************************************************************1 
int isMsgPending(NODE *curr_node) 
{ 
II If there is any message to be sent and if that 
II message is pending with respect to the current time 
if(curr_node->station.next_ffisg != NULL && 
CUIT_node->station.next_msg->msg->arr_time <= tick) 
{ 
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- -
retum TR 
} 
el 
retum FALSE' 
1*-------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* Name: simulate_tokenring 
* Simulating Out_oCband message passing in Wireless Token Ring protocol. 
* 
* This function simulate the Wireless token ring network with out-of-band 
* message passing. This starts with a Token Owner and takes message from the 
* queue and starts processing each messages. Then this calulates the param 
* for performance measure. 
* 
* 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
void simulate_out_oCbandO 
{ . 
NODE *curr_node = NULL; 
IIStart the simultation with the head node 
cUIT_node = start_node = head_node; 
cUIT_node->station.has_token = TRUE; 
while(some_node_msg-pending(cuIT_node) = TRUE){ 
if(cuIT_node->station.has_token = TRUE){ 
tick ++; 
/*-------------------------------------------------
Calculate the token realsetime, Token holding time 
idle time, Arrival time etc. 
---------------------------------------------------*/ 
calculateyarams(curr_node); 
if(curr_node- station.waiting_ack = FALSE){ 
if(tick = curr_node->station.tokJel_timeH 
if(isMsgPending(cUrT_node)= TRUE) { 
send msg(curr node);
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CUIT n d -> tation.waiting_ack = TR E' 
CUIT nod -> tation.next_msg = cUIT_node->station.n xt_msg->n t· 
} 
} 
el e{ 
cUIT_node->station.has_token = FALSE; 
CUlT_node->station. waiti ng_ack = FALSE; 
cUIT_node->stationJast_tokJel_time = tick; 
CUlT_node->station. tok_hold_time += (tick - CUIT_l1odt:->station. tok_arr_tim 
total_THT += (tick - cUlT_node->station.tok_arr_time) 
IIGive the token to the Next Station; 
CUIT_node->next->station.has_token = TRUE; 
start_node = CUIT_node->next;  
/?i' This is a global variable set to determine who 
holds the token *1 
station has token= CUIT node->next->station.mac_addr; 
} 
} 
else if(tick = curr_node ->station.next_avail_time){ 
clllT_node->station.waiting_ack = FALSE; 
} 
} 
1* Other stations in the ring that doesn't have 
Token but can still potetially send messages *1 
else{ 
int mac_addr = cUIT_node->station.mac_addr; 
if«mac_addr + 1) = station_has_token II 
(mac_addr - 1) = station_has_token) 
{ 
I*We cannot send a out of band messages if the stations 
near by is already transmitting any messages *1 
break; 
} 
else{ 
int idle time =0; 
I*fprintf(stderr," Tick %d I don't know where am I in the ring now\n",tick);*/ 
if(idle_time >= (0.75 * MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME)){ 
I/calculateyarams(CUIT_node); 
if(culT_l1ode->station.waiting_ack = FALSE) { 
if(tick >= cUIT_node->station.next_avail_time ){ 
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if(isMsgP ndino(curr_nod )= TR 
end_outoiband_nlsg cUIT_nod ); 
cUIT_nod -> tati n. aiting_a k = TR 
CUlT node-> tation.n t_msg = cUIT_l1ode->station.next_m g->n t; 
} 
} 
else{ 
CUlT_ node->station.has token = FALSE' 
CUIT_node->station. waiting_ack = FALSE; 
} 
} 
} 
if(tick >= cUlT_node ->station.next_avail_timeH 
cUIT_node->station.waiting_ack = FALSE; 
} 
} 
} 
Ilif(cUIT_node ->next = start_node) 
I I tick = tick + 1; 
cUlT_node = cUIT_node ->next ; 
} 
} 
void send_outofband_msg(NODE *cuIT_node) 
{ 
LINK. *cuIT_msg; 
cUIT_msg = cUIT_node->station.next_msg; 
cUIT_node->station.tok_rel_time = «tick + 5 * cUIT_msg->msg->len) < (cuIT_node-
>station.tok_arr_time + MAX_TOK_HOLD_TIME) 
? (tick + 5 * cUIT_msg->msg->len) : (curr_oode->station.tok_arr_time + 
MAX_TOK_HOLD_T[ME); II x = (a<b)?a:b 
CUIT_lTIsg->msg->sent = TRUE; 
cUIT_msg->msg->delay = tick - cUIT_msg->msg->arr_time; 
cUIT_node->station.next_avai1_time = tick + 5 * cUIT_ffisg->msg->len; IIProcessing time 
for sending each message 
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void free_MemoryO 
{ 
ODE *CUIT node = LL, *ternp_nod = ULL; 
//Start the simultation with the head_nod 
cUIT_node = head_node->next; 
/* 
To free the circular link list into single link list. 
*/  
head_node ->next = NULL; 
while(ouIT_node !=NULL){ 
free_rnessages(CUIT_node); 
temp_node = CUIT_node; 
cUIT_node = cUIT_node ->next;  
free(temp_Dode); 
} 
} 
void free_messages(NODE *cuIT_node) 
{ 
LINK *CUIT_msg = NULL, *temp = NULL; 
curr~msg = curr_node->station.msg_head; 
while(cUIT_msg l=NULL){ 
temp = cUIT_msg; 
cUIT_rnsg = cUIT_msg->next; 
free(temp); 
} 
} 
/* 
Intialize Token ring for Out-oCband simulation 
===: =======:=======*/ 
void initialize_tokenringO 
{ 
NODE *cuIT_node = NULL; 
LINK *rnsg_head = NULL; 
CUIT_node = head_node; 
/* Tail node is iniatilzed to NULL to 
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establish a link list then tail pointer 
is adjusted */ 
tai I_nod ->next = LL; 
msg_head = curr_node ->station.msg_head; 
tick =1; 
max_TRT =0; 
while(cuIT_node !=NULL){ 
curr_node->station.idle_time = 0; 
cUIT_node->station.last_tok_rel_time =0; 
curr_node->station.has_token = FALSE; 
. curr_node->station. tok_arr_time = 0; 
CUIT_node->station. tok_hold_time =0; 
cUIT_llode->station.tok_rel_time =0; 
~UIT_node->station.last_tok_rel_time=0; 
cUIT_node->station.waiting_ack = FALSE; 
cUIT_node->station.next_ffisg = IDsg_head; //[nitial rnsg to process 
cUIT_llode->station.prirnary_msg = FALSE; 
cUIT_node->station.next_avail_time = 0; 
initialize_ffisg(msg_head); 
curr_node = curr_node ->next; 
} 
/* Establish the tad link */ 
tail_node ->next = head....;node; 
} 
void initialize_ffisg(LINK *msg_head){ 
LINK *cuIT_msg = msg_head; 
while(cuIT_IDsg != NULL){ 
CUIT_ffisg->ffisg->delay = 0; 
CUIT_ffisg->msg->sent = FALSE; 
CUIT_ffiSg = CUIT_ffiSg ->next; 
} 
} 
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File arne: 
1***************************************************** *************** 
* Global declaration of functions and datastructur 
* 
********************************************************************1 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#define TRUE I 
#define FALSE 0 
#define MAX MSG LEN 5 
#define MAX NUM MSG 10 
I*Maximum token holdins time for each station *1 
#define MAX TOK HOLD TIME 50 
#define MAX ARR TIME 100 
#define NUM NODES 5 
typedef struct message 
int src_addr; 1* Source Address *1 
int des_addr; 1* Destination Address *1 
int len; 1* Message Length */ 
int arr_time; 1* Arrival time *1 
int sent; 1* Status of the Message PENDING or ENT *1 
int delay; 1* Message Delay (Sending time - Arrival time) *1 
} MESSAGE; 
typedef struct link 
{ 
struct message *msg; 
struct link *next; 
}U K; 
64 
typedef struet node_info 
{ 
int ring_addr/* Ring Address */ 
int prey_nod; /* Prey Station Addr */ 
int next_node; 
int mac addr 
int tok_hold_time~ 
int tok_arr_time; 
int tokJel_time; 
int last_tok_rei_time; 
'int idle_time~ /*Idle time of the nod *1 
int waiting_aek; /*Waiting for Ackowledgement 
from the Next Node */ 
int has_token; /* Ifnode has token */ 
struct link *msg_head~ /* Message head in the node */ 
stmet link *next_msg; 1* Next Message to process */ 
}NODE_INFO; 
struct token_ring 
{ 
NODE_INFO station; 
struet token_ring *next~ 
}; 
typedef struet token_ring NODE; 
//Global Variables 
NODE *head_node; 
NODE *tail_node; 
FILE *fpout; 
long tick~
 
I*Total Token Holding time by all the station*/ 
long total_THT; 
/* Function Declarations */ 
void create_message(MESSAGE *tmpmsg,int node_id); 
void addMsg(LINK **head,LINK *temp); 
void create_station(LINK *msg_head, int mac_addr,int ring_addr); 
void prepare_tokenringO; 
void simulate_tokenringO~
 
I/Funetion Llsed as utility 
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,'--------~-----.,-------........---------------------
int sorne_n d _m g_p nding ODE *start_node . 
oid calculat _par m 0 * uIT_nod 
void send_msg( ODE *cuIT_nod )" 
int isMsgPending( ODE *CUtT_l1 de)" 
//Add-on funtions for the Tok n Ring Simulation 
int get_random(int range); 
void print_node_infoO· 
//Check latter 
NODE* traverse station(int n); 
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Fil.eName: 
#include "wtrp_main.h" 
/******************************************************************** 
* This function adds the message to the message list in 
* Ascending order of the message Arrival Time. 
********************************************************************/ 
void addMsg(LINK **head,LlNK *temp) 
{ 
int n=O; 
LINK *current; 
current=*head ;, 
if(current= NULL) { 
*head = temp; 
} 
else{ 
while(current!=NULL){ 
if((temp->msg->arr_time«*head)->msg->arr_time»{ 
temp->next=*head; 
*head=temp; 
} 
else if«current->next=NULL) && 
(temp->msg->arr_time>current->msg->arr_time») { 
temp->next=current->next; 
current->next=temp; 
} 
else if«temp->msg->arr_time>current->msg->arr_time)&& 
(temp->msg->arr_time<cllITent->next->msg->arr_time»{ 
temp->next=current->next; 
current->next=temp; 
} 
current=current->next; 
} 
} 
} 
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void cr ate rn age(M S G *tmpm g.int nod _id 
{ 
int temp_des =O~ 
tmpmsg->alT_time = getJandom( 
tmpmsg->src_addr = node_id; 
tmpmsg->delay = 0; 
tmpmsg->sent = FALSE' 
do{ 
temp_des = getJandom(NUM_ ODE ); 
}while(temp_des = node_id); 
tmpmsg->des_addr = temp_des; 
trnpmsg->Ien = getJandom(MAX_MSG_LEN); 
} 
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File ame: circular.c 
#include "wtrp_main.h" 
void create_station(LINK *msg_head, int mac_adelr int ring_addr) 
J 
I 
NODE *temp; 
temp =(NODE*)malloc(sizeof(NODE)); 
temp->station.has_token = FALSE; 
temp->station.idle_time =0; 
temp->station.mac_addr = mac_addr; 
temp->station.msg_head = msg_head; 
temp->station.next_node = mac_addr +1 
temp->station.prey_node = mac_addr -1 ; 
temp->station.ring_addr = ring_addr; 
temp->station.tok_arr_time = 0; 
temp->station.tok_hold_time =0; 
temp->station.tokJel_time =0; 
temp->station.last_tokJel_time =0; 
temp->station.waiting_ack = FALSE; 
temp->station.next_msg = msg_head; /*Initial msg to process*/ 
if(head_node =NULL) 
{ 
tail_node = head_node = temp; 
temp->next = temp; 
l 
else 
{ 
tail_node->next = temp; 
temp->next = head_node; 
tail_node = temp; 
} 
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